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Abstract—The increasing popularity of social interactions and
geo-tagged user generated contents (UGC) has been transforming
the television (TV) viewing experience, from a “laid-back” video
watching behavior into a “lean-forward” social-engaged experi-
ence. This article envisions a multi-screen social TV integrated
with social sense via a second screen as a novel paradigm
for content consumption. This new application is built upon
our cloud-centric media platform, which provides on-demand
virtual machines for content platform services, including media
distribution, storage, processing, etc. The media platform is also
integrated with our big-data social platform (i.e., Social Sense),
which crawls and mines social data in the context of contents.
Speci cally, this new social TV consists of three key subsys-
tems, including interactive TV, social sense, and multi-screen
orchestration. Interactive TV implements cloud-based social TV
system, offering rich social features; social sense discovers the
geo-location-aware public perception and knowledge related to
the media content; and multi-screen orchestration provides an
intuitive and user-friendly human-computer interface to combine
the above two subsystems, fusing the TV viewing experience with
social perception. We have built a proof-of-concept demo over a
private cloud at NTU. The feature veri cation and performance
comparison demonstrate the feasibility and effectiveness of our
innovation in transforming TV viewing experience.

I. INTRODUCTION

IN recent years, we have witnessed the explosive growth
in social networks and portable devices, which have rev-

olutionized the way information is created, disseminated and
consumed. This innovative evolution posits signi cant chal-
lenges to the conventional information propagation carriers,
especially for the television (TV) landscape. In the traditional
view, TV only provides consumers with limited optional
produced programs. What the customers can do, is deciding
whether to receive those programs in speci c time duration
or not. In contrast, social networks together with portable
devices offer new media forms (e.g., UGC, instant messaging,
online entertainments) and media outlets (e.g., smart phones
and tablets). More and more research from both academia and
industry is working to integrate these delightful features into
TV applications.
New paradigms, such as interactive TV [1] and social TV

[2], have been proposed to provide social and interactive
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features simultaneously with TV viewing experience. Inter-
active TV combines interaction to screen media, including
on-demand delivery of TV programs, as well as some value-
added services, like on-line shopping, banking, and so forth.
While social TV integrates social networking, like Facebook
and Twitter, into the TV environment, allowing remote viewers
to interact with each other via the TV set.
With the wide spread use of portable devices, mobile ap-

plications [3][4] have been considered to satisfy personalized
requirements. Recently, people’s video watching behavior has
been dramatically changed, from one screen to multi-screens
(also known as second screens) either by sequential usage or
simultaneous usage [5]. Multi-screen technology provides a
parallel companion device, whereby the user can engage in
some other activities without interrupting the video watching.
Moreover, other solutions attempt to make TV viewing expe-
rience ubiquitous and transferable among different devices to
realize TV everywhere [6]. Virtualized screen solution [7] has
been proposed to achieve synchronized contents among dis-
tinctive terminals. In this system, screen rendering is done in
the cloud, and delivered as images to the client for interactive
display.
All these works have greatly enriched traditional TV view-

ing experience either by extending interaction or multi-screen
fusion features. However, none of them incorporates traditional
TV media with the fast growing geo-location social media,
which is becoming the most important way that people get
information. To lessen the technology gap, we design and
implement a multi-screen interactive TV system that enhances
the watching experience by providing the social response. In
particular, we propose a generic cloud-centric media platform,
which encapsulates a set of media storage and processing, big
data analytics tools. Leveraging the platform, we build the
interactive TV system and the social sense system. The inter-
active TV system integrates enriched social features, including
text/video chatting, video comments, and watching together.
While the social sense system leverages a big data analytics
paradigm to mine social data associated with the ongoing
program to provide deeper insights. Following that, we design
a multi-screen fusion scheme that can transfer the ongoing
program related social sense to a second screen, using an
intuitive human-computer interaction technique. Our prototype
system has been implemented on top of a private cloud at NTU
and NUS to demonstrate the concept and evaluate its perfor-
mance. The feature veri cation and performance evaluation
presented in this paper illustrate the intrinsic social features,
deep analytics for media contents, and intuitive operations for
users.
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Fig. 1: Architecture of data driven social TV system

The rest of this article is organized as follows. First, we
present the overall system architecture for the multi-screen
social TV system. Next, we describe the actual implementation
on a proof of concept demo, which highlights social TV, social
sense, and multi-screen orchestration subsystems. Following
that, we provide some representative features, as well as
performance evaluation. Finally, we summarize this article.

II. DATA-DRIVEN SOCIAL TV ARCHITECTURE
To provide scalability and cost ef ciency to the digital TV

value chain, we propose a generic layered system architecture
for our multi-screen social TV system with social sense, as
illustrated in Fig. 1. The anatomy of this proposed architecture
consists of three fundamental components, i.e., a back-end
system, a multi-screen social TV system with social sense,
and consumers, from bottom to up. Each of them is explained
as follows:

A. Back-End System
The back-end system leverages two cloud service models,

i.e., infrastructure as a service (IaaS), and platform as a service
(PaaS), to support upper layer applications.

• In the infrastructure layer, raw ICT resources (e.g., CPU,
storage, bandwidth, etc.) are abstracted into a resource
pool, and provided in the form of virtual machines (VMs)
via virtualization techniques. The capacity of VMs can
be dynamically tailored in a ne granularity to adapt to
the resource demand, while maintaining the service-level
agreement (SLA).

• In the platform layer, we encapsulate a collection of
programming tools on top of the infrastructure. In our
system’s context, we classify essential media speci c ser-
vices into four categories, including content distribution,
data storage, media processing, and big data analytics.

Fig. 2: Work ow of interactive TV

Other possible services can also be integrated into this
layer. These offerings greatly facilitate the development
and deployment of our upper layer applications.

B. Multi-Screen Social TV with Social Sense
Multi-screen TV system with social sense comprises three

complementary subsystems, i.e., a interactive TV subsystem,
a social sense subsystem, and a multi-screen orchestration
subsystem.

• Interactive TV subsystem implements fundamental TV
playback, as well as intrinsic social and interactive fea-
tures. Our system can accept all possible content sources
and integrates with popular social networks, such as
Google+, Facebook, to provide online chatting, comment-
ing, group-watching functions, etc.

• Social sense subsystem crawls social media data asso-
ciated with TV programs, and analyzes them to mine
social phenomena, sense, in uences, etc. Our system can
provide profound analysis results, including the extent of
social discussion, sub-topics, trends, and entity sense.

• Multi-screen orchestration incorporates TV viewing ex-
perience with the social sense via a second screen.
Speci cally, social sense related to the ongoing program
can be displayed on second-screen, with the minimum
human intervention.

C. Consumers
Consumers refer to viewers that use end devices (e.g., TV,

laptop, tablet, smartphone) for video consumption. In this
paper, we consider the context that audience is watching TV
programs, and browsing the related geo-social observation
via a second screen at the same time. However, our system
architecture is not limited to any speci c media outlet that
exists or will arise in the future.

III. SYSTEM PROTOTYPE
In this section, we highlight the multi-screen social TV

system with social sense in our proposed generic system
framework by introducing three key components.

A. Interactive TV
Fig. 2 presents three participatory segments of the interac-

tive TV subsystem: media outlets, portal, and cloud clone. In
our system, a cloud clone refers to the virtual machine that
manages all the user’s related information, including distinct
devices, session, authentication, etc. We instantiate a cloud
clone for each user when he requests a session. In particular,
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a cloud clone serves as his proxy, which is responsible of
fetching media content, transcoding them for different outlets,
and status synchronization. A typical TV session works as
follows: rst, audience requests a TV program through media
outlets; second, portal accepts the request and creates or
migrates a cloud clone for this user; third, the cloud clone
parses the request, fetches the demand media content and then
sends the content to media outlets via portal. To accomplish
this procedure, we customize our solutions in media outlets
and cloud clone, the key components of which are detailed in
the following.
1) Media Outlets: Our system enables audience to watch

TV programs either with TV device or other portable devices,
such as tablet or smartphone. In particular, we implement
two key components, i.e., content management and social
feature. Content management module allows users to operate
four categories of content resources, including local contents,
media sharing center contents, OTT online contents, and the
contents stored in the cloud. Social feature module integrates
our system with Facebook and implements an internal instant
messaging mechanism for text/video chatting and commenting
ongoing videos.
2) Cloud Clone: Cloud clone is desired to serve large scale

audience from geo-location distributed areas with varying
network environments. There are two obstacles to achieve
this goal. One is to distribute the rapid growing UGCs with
a long tailed nature. This is a challenging issue as request
population, content popularity, and resource capacity are all
geo-location diverse. The second challenge is caused by the
watching behavior in that users will choose different media
outlets with distinct bandwidth requirements, thus cloud clone
should migrate along the transmission path to save bandwidth
consumption. These two problems are tackled as follows:

• Geo-aware content cache: Content caching distributes
media contents into different cloud edge servers to reduce
the distance between users and contents, leading to an
improved end user experience. The system architecture
is illustrated in Fig. 3(a). However, the decision on
choosing the number of replicas and their locations, is
essential to the generated operation cost. It involves a
fundamental tradeoff. On one hand, more replicas can
reduce the distance between user and content, which
can translate into networking cost. On the other hand,
if too many copies are placed and their locations are
not proper, signi cant storage cost can incur with limited
gains on networking cost reduction. This problem can be
formulated as a constrained graph optimization problems
as follows [8]. Give a topology G = (V,E), where V

is the set of edge servers, and E is the set of links
between them. The goal of content caching is transformed
to computing a subset of n vertices that minimize the
mean hop distance between any two nodes for a given
content. The numerical veri cations (see Fig. 3(b)) in
a real deployed network, i.e., US IP backbone network,
suggest that the optimal replica number follows a power-
law distribution to its popularity.

• Geo-based cloud clone migration: In our multi-screen
system, cloud clone fetches contents from the afore-

(a) System architecture (b) Optimal content replica number

Fig. 3: Geo-location aware content cache

(a) Cloud clone migration
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Fig. 4: User behavior driven cloud clone migration

mentioned caching system, transcodes them to demanded
bitrate, and transfers them to media outlets. The location
of cloud clone is within the transmission path as shown
in Fig. 4(a). The original bitrate of media content is B0,
while the transcoded bitrate for media outlets is Bt, deter-
mined by the type of active end device. When B0 < Bt,
placing the cloud clone to the nearest node to user can
minimize the transmission cost; otherwise, the furthest
node is preferred. However, cloud clone migration incurs
extra transmission overhead. The challenge is to nd
an optimal scheduling policy over time to balance the
transmission cost and the migration cost. The problem
can be formulated as [9]:

min
T−1∑

t=0

(Ctr(lk(t)) + Cmig(lk(t+ 1), lk(t)))),

where, lk(t) is the location of cloud clone at time t,
Ctr(lk(t)) is the transmission cost, and Cmig(lk(t +
1), lk(t))) is the migration cost determined by the lo-
cation distance at successive time. We utilize Markov
Decision Process (MDP) to solve the user behavior driven
optimal location strategy. The result, as illustrated in Fig.
4(b), suggests that the cloud clone only can be located at
the nearest or the furthest node to user, regardless of the
delivery path length.

B. Social Sense
Microblog services provide an essential platform for users

to share everyday thoughts, opinions, and experiences. Parts
of these UGCs re ect and reveal their interests, concerns and
criticisms about TV programs. The aim of geo-location social
sense is to associate the public perception with ongoing TV
programs. The system can be decomposed into two stages:
relevant data collection, and emerging characteristic modeling
of detected topics [10].
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To mine the social sense from UGCs, the rst step is
to crawl a relatively complete set of messages associated
with the designated media content. This is not a trivial task
as most of the live microblog services set limits on the
amount and frequency of data that can be crawled. Besides,
because of the size limit on microblog messages, many related
messages do not contain the expected keywords, while the
relevant ratio to speci c media content is usually quite low.
To tackle this problem, we design four types of crawlers, i.e.,
xed keywords, dynamic keywords, known accounts, and key
users. Fixed keywords are rst manually selected to uniquely
identify the media content. Similarly to xed keywords, known
accounts are manually selected to identify a set of media
content related users, such as the of cial account, the director
of the ongoing program, etc. Dynamic keywords and key users
are extracted from the tweets sets crawled by x keywords and
known accounts.
The second step employs machine learning, text and image

analytics [11][12][13] techniques to discover knowledge from
the data, such as media context, geo-location, and key users.
An online or incremental clustering algorithm is rst used to
discover topics to guarantee the real-time performance. Then
we analyze the emerging topic-related features, including user
authority, tweets in uence, and emerging keywords. These
features are incorporated into a topic learner to identify the
emerging topics in a timely manner. The social sense is deter-
mined by providing the analysis results in terms of statistics
of crawling data, emerging topics, key entities (organization,
person, location, and misc), and trending words.

C. Multi-Screen Orchestration
The general idea of multi-screen orchestration is to build a

link between TV programs and their social sense. This feature
allows consumers to simply shot the quick response (QR) code
on the TV screen using the camera of their second screens
to obtain the related social sense. Two main components
are involved, including cloud clone management and session
migration.
Since each user corresponds to a unique cloud clone, the

pro les and status of all the application running on media
outlets can be orchestrated by cloud clone via the inter-device
message bus. As a result, we can easily search, synchronize
status of distinct devices belonging to the same user. In order
to achieve fast routing and information retrieval, all the cloud
clones form a logical ring via the distributed hash table (DHT).
In the DHT key space, each cloud clone is uniquely determined
by a key. As a result, the route length can be limited at
O(log n), where n is the total number of nodes in the DHT
ring.
To start a session migration, users are required to login to

the cloud to get authentication. Upon the con rmation, users
shot QR code on the TV screen, and send the session migration
request to the cloud. Based on this request, the cloud clone
will process to recognize the sessions and make con rmations
accordingly. After the users receive this con rmation message,
they can eventually trigger the session migration, and obtain
the social sense data.

The advantages of this scheme are multi-fold. First, our
scheme supports session migration without recalling and typ-
ing password. User only needs to register all their terminals
and bind them together in the beginning. Second, users of-
ten have dif culties in understanding new applications. Our
scheme offers users a simple and intuitive procedure of how
it works and how to user it, which should help to improve
the learning-curve in practice. Finally, our scheme provides
a generic link between TV and mobile terminal, which is
compatible to other applications.

IV. FEATURE VERIFICATION AND PERFORMANCE
EVALUATION

In this section, we rst demonstrate the salient features
of our system. Following that, a subjective evaluation is
conducted to illustrate the operation superiority of our multi-
screen orchestration scenario.

A. Testbed Implementation

We build our system on top of a modular data center at
NTU, which consists of 10 racks. Each rack contains up to
30 HP servers and 2 Gigabit Cisco switches. The data center
can provide ICT capacity of 25 TB disk, 1200 GB memory,
and 600 CPUs. We utilize CloudStack on CentOS 6.3, the
host OS, to construct the infrastructure layer, which virtualizes
physical servers into a collection of virtual machines. Based
on our infrastructure layer, we encapsulate a set of data
storage, indexing, and processing tools, including Hadoop
suite, FastDFS, Cassandra, SOLR, Storm, and ffmpeg, to form
the platform layer. The social sense platform locates at NUS.

B. Feature Veri cation

1) Social sense: Social sense aims to discover the knowl-
edge about the media contents in the context of social media.
Such information is determined by identifying who are saying
what about the media contents, and where they are. Our
system provides four aspects of social sense, including topics,
degree of interest, entity graph, and word cloud, as shown
in Fig. 5. Degree of interest refers to the potential interest
and popularity of the subject or topics, as re ected by the
message count. From Fig. 5(a) and Fig. 5(b), we can easily see
the emerging topics, and the corresponding degree of interest.
Entity graph (see Fig. 5(c)) presents who are talking about the
media contents, in terms of person, organization, location and
misc. Keyword cloud (see Fig. 5(d)) shows the set of keywords
extracted from crawled messages and their weight.
An example content is a famous Singapore lm, “Ah boys

to men”. Users can see all the topics about this lm from Fig.
5(a), including “Song theme my brother”, “time Singapore
lm”, etc. He can click one of the topic “time Singapore lm”
in the topic cloud to see all the related messages, as shown
in Fig. 6(a). Moreover, all the relevant persons, organizations,
and locations about this lm are graphed in Fig. 6(b), which
can be accessed through the link in entity graph. The interested
reader is referred to the attached video demo.
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(a) Topics (b) Degree of interest

(c) Entity graph (d) Keyword cloud

Fig. 5: Social sense features

(a) Tweets related to topic “time Sin-
gapore lm”

(b) Entity related to the lm, in-
cluding person, organization, loca-
tion, and misc

Fig. 6: Social sense of a famous Singapore local lm, “Ah
Boys to Men”

(a) Screen shot (b) Interest indication

(c) Gesture triggering (d) Social sense acquisition

Fig. 7: Different steps to complete a session migration

(a) First Time (b) Tenth Time

Fig. 8: Averaged operation time

2) Multi-screen orchestration: Fig. 7 shows the intuitive
multi-screen orchestration process, which consists of four
steps. First, user holds his mobile phone/tablet in front of
the TV, to obtain the authentication details through the QR
code (Fig. 7(a)). He then presses the “sense” icon to select
the social sense information (Fig. 7(b)). Once the cloud is
ready for social sense transmission, he triggers the process by
performing a ipping-in gesture (Fig. 7(c)). After those simple
steps, the social sense information is displayed on his mobile
phone/tablet (Fig. 7(d)).

C. Subjective Evaluation

TABLE I: Operation procedure comparison for webpage so-
lution and our scheme

Webpage solution Our scheme
step 1 go to the webpage screen shot
step 2 log in interest indication
step 3 search the content gesture triggering
step 4 choose the social sense social sense transmission

As described in the last section, our multi-screen orches-
tration scheme possesses several bene ts, like user-friendly,
simple & intuitive, etc. In this research, we conducted a user
study to compare our scheme with the traditional webpage
solution in terms of retrieval time. Less retrieval time in-
dicates a smoother operation procedure resulting in better
user experience, a shorter learning curve, and the operation
success ratio. In the webpage solution, participants access
the social sense webpage, login to the accounts using pass-
words, search the media content, and choose the expected
social sense information. The comparison of the operation
procedures of the two solutions is shown in Table I. We
recruited 15 participants from NTU students with major in
computer science. Seven participants were female, and eight
were male. The experiment procedure was as follows: we rst
asked participants to acquire social sense information using
the webpage solution, and recorded the operation time for
each step separately. We then requested them to repeat this
procedure for ten times. Following that, the same ow is
conducted for our multi-screen orchestration scheme.
Fig. 8 shows the averaged retrieval time and their standard

variation for the two solutions for the rst and tenth times of
access. In the beginning, all the participants are unacquainted
with the two solutions. We compared the operation time to
show the learning curve. As shown in Fig. 8(a), in total,
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the rst operation time is 57.9 seconds for the webpage
solution, and 9 seconds for our scheme. It means that our
scheme is more user-friendly, allowing user climbing a deep
learning curve faster. After ten times, all the participants get
familiar with the operation procedure. The operation time
is 40.8 seconds for the webpage solution, and 4.9 seconds
for our scheme, as shown in Fig. 8(b). Clearly, our scheme
outperforms the webpage solution with shorter operation time.
In particular, we can see that the majority time is consumed
in the step (1) and step (2) for both solutions. However, our
scheme exploits the QR code scanning to replace the typing
keyboard operations, resulting in less operation time.

V. SUMMARY
In this paper, we proposed a cloud based multi-screen social

TV system, that enriches the TV viewing experience with
more insightful geo-location aware social perception. We rst
provided an overview on our system framework. We then
introduced subsystems of our system, including interactive TV,
social sense, and multi-screen orchestration. Interactive TV
subsystem addresses the geo-location related content caching
and cloud clone migration to deliver media content to viewers
with guaranteed quality of experience (QoE); and the social
sense subsystem discovers geo-aware social perception, which
will be displayed with the ongoing program synchronously
via the multi-screen orchestration subsystem. A proof-of-
concept demo was built on top of a private cloud at NTU.
Feature veri cation and user experience study were provided
to demonstrate the superiority of the proposed system.
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